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“The views, opinions and findings contained in this report are those of the authors(s) and 
should not be construed as an official Department of the Army position, policy or decision, 
unless so designated by other official documentation.”
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WEBINAR SERIES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
"This is one presentation in a series of webinars from the FRM-PCX focusing specifically on helping study teams with the review process, particularly ATR and IEPR.  The hope is to provide you all with some strategies, tools and tips to make your teams more efficient and in the end, more successful!Today will talk about comments, responses and the process of backcheck 



• Provide a brief overview of the ATR comment resolution process 
• Provide best practices 

PURPOSE

Comment

Response

Backcheck
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The purpose of this presentation is to provide a brief overview of the ATR comment resolution process and some best practices to help teams successfully complete their ATR



• Supports risk informed decision to move forward
• Promotes effective and efficient ATR
• Effective review:

• Improves quality 
• Validates decision making
• Is the foundation for successful project implementation

• Efficient review maximizes value
• Less effort to resolve comments
• Prevents miscommunication and lengthy exchanges
• Avoids impacts to schedule and budget from prolonged resolution

• ATR is part of the public record

VALUE OF CLEAR, CONCISE ATR DOCUMENTATION
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Presentation Notes
ATR is undertaken to ensure the quality and credibility of our work; and ensures that results and decisions are clearly supported by the information presented and are in compliance with current USACE policy and procedures. ATR documentation supports a risk informed decision to move forward with the project and continued Federal investment; as such, it is important to document review comments and their resolution in a clear and concise manner.  Clear and concise documentation promotes effective and efficient ATR process, improving the overall quality of products, and validating our assumptions analyses conclusions and recommendations. and is the foundation for successful project completion. An efficient review reduces the level of effort required to resolve comment and prevents miscommunication and lengthy exchanges in DrChecks. This will prevent impacts to schedule and budget due to prolonged resolution. It’s also important to have clear, concise documentation, since ATR is a part of the public record



• Robust District Quality Control (DQC) is the foundation of effective review
• Document DQC throughout study process (seamless review)
• Complete DQC prior to ATR; provide DQC report to ATR lead

• PDT work with ATR team lead to develop review charge
• Use Targeted ATR for timely review of critical analyses to validate decision-making

PREPARING FOR ATR 

ATR

WASHINGTON 
LEVEL REVIEW

1 2 3

* * *

FEASIBILITY LEVEL 
ANALYSIS

ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION AND 
ANALYSISSCOPING

DRAFT 
REPORT

AGENCY DECISION 
MILESTONE

Targeted 
ATR

District Quality 
Control (DQC)

TSP MILESTONE
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Presentation Notes
From a PDT perspective, ATR shouldn’t just happen.  There needs to be some preparation in advance.  DQC must be complete prior to the start of ATR of a product. DQC documentation should be maintained throughout the study process as you conduct seemless reviews.PDT should  work with the ATR lead to develop a review charge to help focus the review Also consider using targeted ATR for timely review of critical analyses to validate decision-making and prevent having to redo analyses later in the process.   That will require reaching out to your ATR reviewer and ATR Lead in advance to get that set up.



• PDT/ATR teams hold kick off meeting 
• Orient and set expectations
• Highlight issues unique to project

• Coordinate with reviewers
• Communicate early and often throughout process
• Remember that we all have the same goal: 

producing quality, policy-compliant documents

INITIATING ATR

Image courtesy of:  http://aniketh.com/courses/communications-at-its-core/
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Presentation Notes
To initiate the ATR, the PDT along with the ATR team will hold a kickoff meeting for both teams. This will help orient the review team and it set expectations through the use a review charge. The kickoff meeting should highlight issues unique to the project and focus on those areas of high risk.  As the PDT, you are the information experts; the ATR are the technical experts.Prior to and throughout the review process the PDT should coordinate with reviewers. It's important to communicate early and often throughout the process. It’s not adversarial -Remember that we all have the same goal - producing quality and policy compliant documents.

http://aniketh.com/courses/communications-at-its-core/


RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATR TEAM
Ensure comments are:

Comment
Succinct

Follow Four-Part Comment Structure

Limited to those required to ensure product adequacy 
• Substantively improve quality, decision making, or implementation
• Don’t include grammar/spelling unless detracts from overall product
• Provide editorial/informal comments off-line; not part of formal 

comment-response record
• Avoid repetitive comments that cover same issue
• Not personal preference 
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The ATR team is responsible for providing comments that are:succinct follow the four-part common structure and are limited to those that are required to ensure product adequacy Comments should be given to substantively improve the quality of  ourdecision-making or implementation as opposed to commenting on grammar spelling and other editorial comments unless they detract from the overall product quality. Editorial comments can be made but they should be made offline and not a part of the official record within Dr Checks Additionally reviewers should avoid repetitive comments that cover the same issue.  Simply refer back to the previous comment.  Reviewers should also coordinate with other discipline reviewers if a reviewer identifies an issue or concern outside of their discipline. And this they should also avoid trying to enforce personal preferences and focus on adequacy and compliance with policy. 



RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATR TEAM
Provide Comments in the Four-part Comment Structure:

Comment
Concern – What is the problem?  

Basis – Cite appropriate law, policy, guidance, or 
procedure 

Significance – How could this affect product quality, 
decision making, or project implementation? 

Probable Specific Action Needed to Resolve the 
Concern
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Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about the four part comment structureConcern – Deficiency or incorrect application of policy, guidance, or procedures. Basis – Cite appropriate law, policy, guidance, or procedure that has not been properly followed or interpreted.Significance – What is the potential impact to the project? Identify how this could affect plan selection, plan components, cost, outputs/benefits , implementation responsibilities, safety, Federal interest, or public acceptability? Probable Specific Action Needed to Resolve the Concern – Be specific.   For example, what additional analysis are needed or whereshould the report be revised.   In some situations comments may seek clarification to then assess if further specific concerns may exist.   If that’s the case, the reviewer should pick up the phone and call their PDT counterpoint to get that clarification.  Don’t use Dr. Checks as a communication tool – it’s not as efficient as picking up the phone.



RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATR TEAM
Example Four-part Comment Structure in DR. CHECKS

Concern: Missing required analysis
Basis: ER xxxx-xx-xxx
Significance: Critical. Highly likely to 
affect plan selection
Probable Specific Action Needed to 
Resolve the Concern: Perform 
analysis, or provide justification for 
why it was not performed and policy 
waiver, if required

Comment

8
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where in DrChecks the four part common structure may be documented. For example the concern may be that the study is missing a required analysis. The reviewer should identify the ER where that requirement is noted. They'll also identify the significance of the concern. For example, if the issue were critical that would signify that it's highly likely to affect the plan selection.  And then the reviewer would also provide a path to resolve the comment - for example performing the analysis or providing a justification for why it wasn't performed and if  doing so required a policy waiver. 



SIGNIFICANCE
• Critical:  Fundamental issue highly likely (near certain) to influence plan selection, 

justification, or ability to implement.  Tagged as critical in DrChecks
• High:  Fundamental issue that has a 50% or greater chance to influence plan 

selection, justification, or implementation.  
• Medium:  Fundamental issue that has less than 50% chance to influence plan 

selection, justification, or implementation 
• Low:  Technical, legal, or policy discrepancy/inconsistency that affects clarity, 

understanding, or completeness of study documents, but does not influence plan 
selection, justification, or implementation
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Presentation Notes
When considering whether the comment is significant or not, that evaluation should be Risk informed. Critical, High, and Medium significance comments have identified a fundamental issue within the study documents, with varying likelihood to influence the technical, legal, or policy basis for selection of, justification of, or ability to implement the recommended plan. Critical:  Highly likely (near certain) to influence project. Comment shall be tagged “critical” in DrChecks.High:  There is a fundamental issue identified is more likely than not (50% or greater chance) to influence the project.  Medium:  There is a fundamental issue that is less than 50% likely to influence the project. Low:  There is a technical, legal, or policy discrepancy or inconsistency identified that affects clarity, understanding, or completeness of study documents, but does not influence the selection of, justification of, or ability to implement the recommended plan.



RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATR TEAM
Things to keep in mind when making comments:

Comment
Follow the ATR charge

Focus on sufficiency 

Avoid repetition where possible 

Comments become part of official record
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Presentation Notes
Here’s a summary of ATR team responsibilitiesThey should keep in mind that they should follow the ATR charge focusing on sufficiency and avoiding repetition. And that everything they do within DrChecks is a part of an official record.   And remember, no editorial comments in the official record!!



• Acknowledge and specifically address comments; focus on 
improving product adequacy 

• Clearly explain agreement/disagreement
• Describe action that will be taken to address the comment
• Describe change (what page, figure, etc was changed)
• Reflect an organizational rather than individual perspective

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PDT
PDT Comment Responses:

Response
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Here are the PDT’s responsibilities regarding their response:Acknowledge and specifically address the comments – don’t be defensive,  focus on improving product adequacy Clearly explain agreement/disagreement – remember “that’s just the way we do it here” is not an adequate basis of disagreementDescribe action that will be taken to address the commentDescribe change (what page, figure, etc was changed)The response should reflect an organizational rather than individual perspective – don’t write your response like you’ve been personally challenged. 



1. Issue resolved and completed
• Describe changes, why, and where in the document

2. Issue deferred to after ADM
• Describe risk informed decision to defer (why it won't impact 

plan selection relative to other plans)
• Describe what will be done, and when, to address comment 

3. Issue deferred to PED
• Describe risk informed decision to defer (why it won’t 

significantly impact cost or outputs)
• Recommend potential methods to address during PED

Note: Obtain signed waiver if resolution is not policy compliant

SCENARIOS
PDT Comment Responses:

Response
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For example, here are three scenarios of how the comment-response process may play out: Scenario one: the issue is resolved and completed. The PDT member should describe the changes made why and where in the document The second scenario - an issue was identified but deferred to after a Decision Milestone.  In this case the PDT member would describe the risk informed decision to defer. That is to say, why it won't impact plan selection relative to other plans. You should also describe what will be done to resolve the comment and when that will be accomplished.The third case, an issue identified Is deferred to PED. - In this case, the response would describe the risk informed decision to defer to PED and why it won't significantly impact cost or outputs. And also recommend potential methods for resolving the comment during PED.  - and make sure that deferral is documented in the risk register.Please note. A signed waiver should be obtained for any resolution that is not policy compliant. 



• Coordinate directly with the reviewer or ATR lead
• Pick up the phone; document resolution in DrChecks
• Especially important for critical comments or areas of 

disagreement to prevent prolonged back and forth in 
DrChecks

• Update risk register to reflect comments that require 
follow-up

• Engage RMO/MSC if necessary
• Summarize relevant coordination/direction that supports 

resolution

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PDT
PDT Comment Responses:

Response
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Throughout the review Comment response process PDT should coordinate directly with the reviewer or ATR team leadThis includes picking up the phone if necessary and documenting the resolution in Dr. Checks. This is especially important for any critical comments or areas of disagreement preventing a prolonged back and forth and doctor checks. Your risk register should be updated to reflect comments that require follow-up. And engage the RMO or MSC if resolution can't be reached between the PDT and ATR team. This coordination and any direction that supports resolution should be summarized within DrChecks. 



1. Issue resolved and completed
• Verify change was made and 
• Close comment

2. Issue deferred to after ADM
• Agree with Risk Assessment on what will be done after ADM
• Flag for follow up during Final ATR
• Close Comment

3. Issue deferred to PED
• Agree with Risk Assessment on what will be done in PED
• Flag for follow up during PED
• Close Comment

• Don’t add additional comments without response and closure

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATR TEAM
Backcheck:

Backcheck
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Now let’s talk backcheck.Here are three scenarios of how the comment-response process may play out – the backcheck approach mirrors the response scenariosScenario one: the issue is resolved and completed. The ATR team member should verify change was made and close the comment.  The second scenario - an issue was identified but deferred to after a Decision Milestone. The ATR team member should agree with the risk assessment that the issue won’t affect plan selection and flag for follow up during Final ATR and close the comment. The third case, an issue identified Is deferred to PED. - The ATR team member should agree with the risk assessment that deferring the issue to PED won't significantly impact cost or outputs. The comment should be flagged for follow up and closed.The reviewer should avoid making parting shots-- that is to say the intent of back-check is to resolve comments. If an additional round of response and backcheck is needed, that is fine. Avoid adding another comment that doesn’t have a response and backcheck with closure. 



• Early communication and coordination is essential 
• PDT coordination with ATRT lead to develop charge 
• An ATR kick-off meeting can set tone for review
• Well written, focused comments and responses enable 

timely comment resolution
• Direct coordination between reviewer and PDT member will 

resolve disagreements faster than back and forth in 
DrChecks

KEY TAKE-AWAYS

Comment

Response

Backcheck
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Here’s what to take with you from today’s webinar.Early communication and coordination is essential and will help streamline your ATRPDT input in developing the charge will help focus the review. Kick-off meeting can help set your tone for review. Clear and concise comments and response enables timely comment resolutionDirect coordination between reviewer and PDT member will resolve disagreements faster than back and forth and DrChecks. 



• For more information check out the 
• Review tab on the Planning Community Toolbox

Planning Community Toolbox: http://www.corpsplanning.us
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Presentation Notes
Thank you for listening to this webinar.  If you have any questions, please refer to the Planning toolbox for more information on reviews and contact information for the Planning Centers of Expertise. thanks and good luck with your reviews!
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